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QUESTION AND ANSWER RESPONSE 
 

Question Responses are in BOLD: 

1) The MWAA welding and cutting requirements PDF requires a 2.5gal equivalent fire 
extinguisher with BC rating that will cover approx. 20sq ft. 2A 20BC fire extinguisher, be 
located at each welding position. The specification for this project has a minimum but not 
limited to requirement that the contractor is to supply a fire extinguisher, 2.5 gallons Class AB 
Foam Type, at each welding operation. Does the specification minimum meet the Fire Code 
Enforcement requirements? Or do I have to supply 2 separate fire extinguishers?  
REF Spec. section 335243.13 10-13 3.5 D 2. And MWAA Fire Code Welding and Cutting PDF 

 
Response:  Contractor shall comply with the MWAA Welding/Cutting Permit 
Requirements in lieu of 335243.13 10-13 3.5 D 2; Reference Amendment 001. 

 
2) Please confirm that the First LD, $6,200.00/hr not to exceed $50,000.00 per occurrence only 

pertains to the fueling activities and not the completion of the welding at the gate position. 
REF: Drawing 7of 94 GN03.0003 and Contract Documents 

 
Response:  The intent is to return fueling service from the impacted gates on their 
planned schedule.  Therefore, consider LD’s as applicable when all work to bring the 
fuel line back into service has not been completed in the given timeframe which may or 
may not require welding depending on Contractor means and methods.  LD cap shall be 
defined as per gate outage.   

 
3) The contractor is asked to provide waste manifests and bills of lading for all fuel, flushing fluids 

and piping material removed from the project site. Who will determine what and how much fuel 
will be hauled offsite. Will additional compensation be awarded for fuel rejected by the fuel 
system operator that is no fault of the contractor?  
REF: Spec. Section 026500.01 

 
Response:  As stated in Specification 026500.01 10, the Fuel System Operator will 
collect fuel sample(s) from the pipe segment to be drained prior to beginning work to 
document fuel quality.  Acceptance of fuel back into the system will be approved by the 
Fuel System Operator.  The specification goes on to say that fuel that is contaminated 
as a result of Contractor’s activities and is unacceptable for reuse must be removed 
from the site and replaced by the Contractor.  The initial fuel sample will document the 



condition of the fuel prior to the drain down activity.  If the fuel sample collected prior to 
drain down is acceptable, then it will be assumed that contamination was a result of 
Contractor’s activities.  If the fuel sample collected prior to drain down is found to be 
contaminated, the Fuel System Operator will address the situation prior to the 
Contractor starting work. 

 
4) A note in the specifications states atmospheric pressure small-bore piping may be threaded. 

Socket welded, and threaded connections are only allowed above ground or within pits/vaults.  
The drawing details show 2in socket weld fitting on the buried piping. Please confirm the type 
of fitting to be used underground on buried pipe?  
REF: drawing 67 of 94 detail 6 drawing FU05.0003, drawing 70 of 94 detail1 drawing 
FU05.0006 and Spec. Section 335243.13 10-04 part2 piping materials 

 
Response:  Socket welded fittings are allowed on below ground piping 2” and smaller 
that is direct buried and within pits/vaults.  Threaded connections are only allowed on 
piping exposed to atmospheric pressure that is either above ground or within 
pits/vaults; Reference Amendment 001. 

 
5) The notes on the drawings state that the facility operator will take samples prior to draining 

each segment. They also state that the contractor shall provide for testing of the fuel during 
drain downs to ensure quality & the fuel quality shall be approved by the facility operator. What 
type of testing is the contractor responsible for when draining the existing lines?  
REF: drawing notes 56 of 94 FU01.0021 

 
Response:  The Contractor shall provide “access” for testing so the Fuel System 
Operator can collect samples.  The Contractor is not responsible for fuel testing.  The 
Fuel System Operator will complete a visual White Bucket Test.  If the White Bucket 
Test is inconclusive, the Fuel System Operator may conduct water sample tests and/or 
API gravity as outlined in Specification 02 65 00.01 10; Reference Amendment 001. 
 

6) The contract documents state that the T-25 fuel tank capacity is 11,800 gallons. Will the 
Authority be supplying additional frac tanks for larger drain downs? Or will additional time have 
to be added to offload times for tank transfers and stand by time. The time frame for 
completing most of the drain downs and work that follows them must take place between the 
hours of 12am and 5 am.  
REF: Spec. Section 026500.01 part 3, 3.3 F Fuel Removal and Draining 
 
Response:  The Contractor shall provide an adequate number of trucks or frac tanks in 
order discharge through Tank T-25.  The Contractor’s bid shall include appropriate 
stand by time.  The Authority will not provide additional frac tanks or trucks to support 
the operation. 

 
7) Please clarify the statement Backfilling of pipe shall not commence until tests have been 

approved by the COTR and pressure tests have been completed. Due to the phasing of this 
project and safety issues leaving long segments of trench open for long periods. Typically 



segments of fuel main have been pre tested and installed then a second segment will be pre 
tested and tied in performing tests per B-31.3 to qualify welds. Once all fuel main has been pre 
tested and installed a final pneumatic test will be performed on the entire completed fuel 
system.  
REF: Spec. Section 335243.13 10-14, 3.6 weld integrity Testing I 

 
Response:  This varies based upon location.  In some cases the piping will be 
hydrostatically tested aboveground before installation (e.g. Area A).  In other instances 
(e.g. Area B), backfilling of the piping shall not commence until pneumatic testing is 
complete and approved by the COTR.  

 
As stated in paragraph 3.7, “the entire newly installed fuel distribution piping shall be 
pneumatically pressure tested after all joints are completed, in accordance with ASME 
B31.3 and API RP 1110.  Sections of the system may be tested and accepted in order to 
expedite the work or as required due to phasing requirements.  These sections shall be 
tagged by the Contractor to indicate compliance with the tests.”  Once all the fuel main 
is installed, a final pneumatic test will need to be performed on the entire completed 
system. Once pneumatic testing is complete, conduct the hydrostatic test.  Once 
satisfactorily complete, then backfill joints. 

 
8) The Contract Document states that it is the contractor’s responsibility to vent air out of the new 

and existing fuel lines to get 3 passing Hansa Leak Detection Tests.  Will the authority be 
issuing a P&ID drawing for the entire fuel system? 

 
Response:  A P&ID will not be issued during the bidding process.  The individual leak 
detection segments are shown and described on Sheet FU01.0041.  The Contractor shall 
coordinate with the Fuel System Operator during construction to identify appropriate 
venting locations. 

 
9) Specification section 012200-2,3 Unit Prices lists several unit prices which we are to provide.  

There is no place on the bid for or Schedule for these unit prices.  Please clarify. 
 

Response:  Section 012200 has been deleted in its entirety.  Disregard the unit prices in 
this section; Reference Amendment 001. 

 
10) Section 017113-2 Mobilization / Demobilization states that mobilization will be measured on a 

lump sum basis.  However, there is no place on the bid form or Schedule to put in a price for 
mobilization.  Please clarify. 

 
Response:  The item listed in 017113 for Mobilization / Demobilization has  been 
deleted.  The costs for mobilization and demobilization should be built into the lump 
sum prices submitted with the items listed on Schedule III; Reference Amendment 001. 

 



11) Section 335243.10 10 Fuel System General Provisions talks of Qualification of Bidders.  Can a 
General Contractor bid this project and use the qualifications of their specialty fuel system 
subcontractors to fulfill these requirements? 

 
Response:  It is required that the Prime contractor meet the minimum requirements 
listed in the specification. 

 
12) In lieu of these specifications requirements what would the Owner find it acceptable for the 

required photos be digital and taken by the contractor and provided in digital format (JPEG) 
only? 

 
Response:  No.  Photographs shall be submitted as required in the specification. 

 
13) Please provide soil borings along directional drill route shown on sheet 51 of 94. 
 

Response:  Soil borings were not performed as part of this project.  Soil borings for 
adjacent projects are available for viewing.  Contractors who wish to view these must 
make an appointment with the Authority’s Project Manager, Mr. Olin Kinney at 703-572-
0287. 

 
14) What documents are to be submitted with the bid other than a) Price Schedule, b) Section IV 

Certifications and Representations, C Bid Bond. 
 

Response:  Refer to the List of Bid Documents in Section V, Solicitation Provision 19. 
 
15) Can you provide a contact for Siemens Cerberus?  Ref Spec 330950.11 
 

Response: Contact information for Siemens is not available.  As for Hanasaconsult, 
contact Karl Overman at koverman@HCNA-LLC.com (520) 877-7900 work or (520) 906-
0159 mobile. 
 

16) Please provide company and contact information for Jet Fuel Truck deliveries at the Fuel 
Farm.  Subsequent to this question the following was added from Meccon:  To clarify [this 
question] we are looking for the trucking company that delivers fuel from the supplier to the 
tank farm.  This information will help us procure trucks for night time defueling of the line. 

 
Response:  Fuel is supplied by cross country jet fuel piping.  However, ASIG has used 
Triumvirate Environmental.  Specific contact information was not provided. 

 
17) Please provide overall hydrant system P&ID Drawing. 
 

Response:  An overall P&ID of the hydrant system is not available.  Also see response 
to Bolt Question #8. 

 



18) Please provide as builts for new tank foundation at the load rack. 
 

Response:  As-builts can be provided to the successful bidder.  After awarded the 
project, the Contractor can contact the Authority’s Project Manager, Mr. Olin Kinney at 
703-572-0287 to obtain the desired drawings. 

 
19) Ref: 335243.08 21, 2.1.C.1, states “… shall be Thinsulator Model M-2…” 

Paragraph 2.1.C.2 states “… must center the carrier pipe in the casing” 
The insulators associated with the 12” carrier in the 16” casing, the insulators listed in 
Paragraph 2.1.C.1 are not “centering” style insulators.  Because link seals will be installed at 
either end of the casing, true “centering” style insulators will be required as listed per 
Paragraph 2.1.C.2. 
 
Please confirm that centering style is required and not those listed in paragraph 2.1.C.1 

 
Response:  The pipe insulator shall be centering style to accommodate the end seals. 
 


